**Alewijnse Marine Galati S.A. - stand 1**
Electro-technical marine systems integrator. Alewijnse Marine Galati offers engineering, installing, commissioning or on site supervision worldwide. Previously named RETEC, we combined forces with the Alewijnse Group in 1999 and then we rapidly became known on the Romanian and Dutch market. Afterwards, we expanded internationally (Turkey, Vietnam, Qatar) but covering at the same time, projects worldwide. We have reached a significant number of around 300 projects and quite an extensive portfolio ranging from Tugs, Yachts, Coasters, Tankers to Dredgers, Pipe Laying Barges, Offshore Patrol vessels.

**Azcue Pumps - stand 28**
Azcue Pumps was founded in 1910 and is manufacturer of pumps specialised in the marine and offshore market with large range of pumps to fulfil all pumping needs. We have the own foundry, exclusively used for own manufacturing requirements, which gives the company the flexibility to supply the orders with good delivery times and attractive quality/price ratio. The quality system is according to ISO 9001 and certified by Lloyds Register of Shipping / Lrqs. The service of Azcue Pumps is supported by a network of 90 distributors worldwide with 24 hour service and stock of spares. Quality-Price, delivery time and service makes Azcue Pumps a company to be considered for projects, new buildings and even for the delivery of single pumps, due to the high flexibility of the company.

Manufacturing programme:
- Complete range of pumps for all types of ships
- Centrifugal pumps
- Centrifugal self-priming pumps
- Self priming pumps
- Side channel pumps
- Gear pumps
- Screw pumps
- Compact unit serie Azcue-Bloc
- Vortex pumps
- Hydrophore equipment
- Fire fighting pumps
- Pumps for horizontal/vertical execution
- Vertical in-line centrifugal pumps
- Vertical in-line self priming centrifugal pumps
- Pumps on special executions

Sales Agent in Romania: Martrade SRL

**SC Brodrene Dahl SRL - stand 15**
Brodrene Dahl was established in Romania in 2005 as part of Brodrene Dahl Norway, member of Saint Gobain Group. With its headquarters in Tulcea - inside Vard Shipyard, and with a second working point situated in Braila - inside Vard Shipyard, Brodrene Dahl Romania is an efficient supplier of PIPES (seamless, welded, hydraulic), INDUSTRIAL VALVES (butterfly, globe, gate, ball valves) and FITTINGS (flanges, elbows, tees, reducers, saddles) and offers the entire range of materials for shipbuilders, mechanical, petrochemical and other relevant industries - steel, stainless steel, Cu Ni.
Starting with February 2013, the new warehouse in Constanta is operational as a strategic positioning in order to sustain the increasing requirements from the port area.
**Constanta Maritime University - stand 26**

Constanta Maritime University is a higher academic education and research institution. Our mission is to:

1. Train future professionals for transport related activities and develop research activities in related scientific domains, by acknowledging competition as main progress factor and quality management as main means for a continuous development of the educational and research process.
2. Promote education and research in accordance with the requirements of a knowledge-based society, through education, continuous learning and integration in the circuit of universal values.
3. Bring a contribution to the local, regional and national development, through the involvement of academics at a social, economic and cultural level.

**Deno Compressors B.V. - stand 28**

Deno Compressors B.V. is a manufacturer of air compressors and a specialist in the field of marine applications for compressed air systems. Deno compressors have been designed and constructed since 1918 and thousands of compressor systems have been installed since then. An adequate stock of all components is maintained for all types, at all times. Deno starting air compressors have type approval of major classification societies. Inspection certificates for individual compressors are issued upon request.

**SC Diesel House SRL - stand 24**

MPP Europe offers a comprehensive range of technologically advanced and sustainable propulsion and alignment solutions, applicable in both marine and industrial sectors. We work alongside market leading companies - KORT PROPULSION and CHOCK DESIGN, which make a critical contribution to the success of our business. We supply tailored propulsion packages and propulsion related equipment for towage, dredging, fishing, off-shore and workboats applications, while our alignment solutions focus on all fields and industries where large machinery and engines need accurate alignment.

**Diesel Mecanica SRL - stand 22**

Diesel Mecanica is the Romanian Authorized Caterpillar Marine Dealer for inland waterway vessels, sea going vessels, fishing vessels and offshore applications. DM supplies their clients complete new propulsion systems, including auxiliary power such as bow thrusters-, pump engines, electric generator sets and engines for all applications and the necessary extra supplies needed. The company has expert technicians with service car on stand-by 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. They resolve all manner of problems and carry out overhauls on site.

**DMT Marine Equipment - stand 17**

DMT MARINE EQUIPMENT is active in the field of design and manufacturing of marine winches and naval equipment. As a specialized supplier of TOWING WINCHES and MOORING SYSTEMS, robustness and reliability are the key elements in all of DMT’s equipment. All DMT Winches are 100% in-house engineered at the ISO 9001:2008 certified office in Europe. The vast majority is built on custom basis and according to the requirements of naval class societies like GL, DNV, BV, LR, RMRS and RINA.

**Eekels Technology - stand 19**

Eekels Technology is a leading supplier of electro technical services and systems for marine and offshore applications. Complete ship installations are custom designed and manufactured for renowned ship owners to be installed at one of the Dutch shipyards or, as is often the case, to be shipped as a ‘ready-made’ build-kit to shipyards in Romania, Vietnam, Indonesia, China and various other countries.
**Eliche Radice S.p.A. - stand 14**

Eliche Radice was founded in 1919 and the company is still owned today by the Radice family. The range of Eliche Radice products includes FPP propellers (up to 4 mt diameter), blades and hubs for CCP propellers, propeller shafts, brackets, seals, fixed or directional nozzles, rubber bearings and rudders. Eliche Radice has a business managerial system conforming to ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004 with R.I.Na. Lloyd's, BV, GL DNV, ABS, RMRS and RRR certifications.

**Eneria S.R.L. - stand 29**

Part of Eneria Group acting as Caterpillar exclusive dealer for more than 80 years, Eneria Romania covers for more than 20 years the Romanian Power Systems markets. Eneria’s position as exclusive dealer in Romania for Oil & Gas offshore and onshore, Diesel and Gas power generation and for powering Rail, Marine and other industrial applications, continues to be developed by our highly trained team of 75 engineers and support activities. We are daily challenged to fulfill our customers’ satisfaction in serving solutions tailored to their needs as well as life-time maintenance, repair and upgrade of any Caterpillar Power Systems, including warranty coverage for all Romanian territory.

**Evac Oy - stand 28**

Evac is a global company that designs, manufactures and markets environmentally friendly water, waste and wastewater collection and treatment systems for the shipbuilding and construction industries. Skilled personnel, professional design and high-quality technical solutions have facilitated continuous growth, both in turnover and market share. In the 2012/2013 fiscal year, Evac Group had a turnover of EUR 65,5 million. Sales agent in Romania: Martrade SRL.

**Fläkt Marine AB - stand 11**

Air-Conditioning / Ventilation / Refrigeration.

Fläkt Marine AB constitute for the worldwide market a high skilled and well experienced company regarding design, delivery and installation of HVAC, Mechanical Ventilation-and Refrigeration Systems on-board any kind and type of vessel and/or offshore units and refurbishments and repairs of such systems. Our broad expertise makes us able to offer a range of services: Equipment and material delivery, Turnkey solutions and installations, technical reviews, technical evaluations, engineering (Calculations, Basic design, One-line drawings, Coordination and drawings mostly in AutoCad format but other format available), service (Repairs and Refurbishments), maintenance, installation, spare parts, starters and automation systems, PTI (Preventive Technical Inspection). We have established a strong network of support companies on project basis concerning execution of drawings and personal for installation except supervisors, which are our in-house personal.

**GEA Westfalia Separator Group - stand 27**

Whether in the treatment of fuel and lube oils, bilge water and oily sludge or heavy fuel oil for ship engines: the separators and supply systems of GEA Westfalia Separator do equal justice to the economic challenges of maritime logistics as they do to the increasingly stringent rules and regulations governing the protection of the oceans. Our solutions secure high performance and economic operation of diesel engines and supply systems reliably and extend their service life, even under the toughest conditions.
**Gefico - stand 28**

Gefico is a leading company that designs, develops and supplies solutions for the water treatment to shipyards, shipowners and offshore companies:

- Fresh Water Generators: Evaporation and Reverse Osmosis
- Rehardening systems and pH adjust: MHF Filters.
- Drinking water disinfection: UV lamps and Dosing Units.
- Elimination of chlorine, flavors and odors in drinking water: FCA Filters.
- Monitoring and control of drinking water quality: Dosing systems.

Sales agent in Romania: Martrade SRL.

**KrepeL Ltd - stand 16**

KREPEL Ltd. is a trading company specialized in three basic trends:

- marine lighting for all kind of motor vessels, ports and offshore;
- cables, electric installation materials;
- electrical apparatuses for distribution, protection, control and automation.

We work in the capacity of an exclusive representative or distributor for Bulgarian and Romanian market.

**MacGregor - stand 28**

MacGregor is the world’s leading brand of engineering solutions and services for handling marine cargoes and offshore loads. MacGregor’s portfolio includes hatch covers, lashing systems, cranes, RoRo cargo and passenger access equipment, self-unloading systems, and solutions for subsea load handling and towing and anchor handling. Our customer offering been extended and strengthened with the addition of the Hatlapa, Pusnes and Porsgrunn products. MacGregor’s global service network is close by, offering unrivalled maintenance and repair resources whenever needed, whether planned, on demand or in an emergency.

**Marine Consulting SRL - stand 5**

MARINE CONSULTING is a private Romanian ship designing and software company for seagoing ships, inland waterway vessels, and pleasure crafts. We develop projects for new shipbuilding and major conversions or ship repairs at the owners’ or shipbuilders’ request and perform software for Loading Instrument of seagoing ships according to Classification Societies and Authorities requirements.

The head office of MARINE CONSULTING is in Constanta on the Black Sea Coast.

**SC Maritime Interior SRL Braila - stand 12**

Maritime Interior offers you “turn key” marine accommodation system, with delivery and complete installation of marine interior solutions, sanitary and ventilation systems. We create sustainable values for our customers. Maritime Interior is member of the Marinacc group, which is a Norwegian group of companies established worldwide with decades of history in ship accommodations.

We are situated in Braila, Romania, where we have set out services and products on a high level of accuracy and efficiency. Having the ability to send not only supplies but also outfitters which are considered one of the best in the market to countries as far as India, we are not shy to accept any challenge you give us.

**Martrade SRL - stand 28**

Fuchs. Martrade SRL is the service agent for NG Sperry Marine BV and also provides service for other equipment.
**SC Microplasma SRL - stand 2**
MICROPLASMA is a leading Romanian industrial enterprise active in the following production areas:
- Ship outfitting (marine fire-rating doors – types A and B; weather tight, watertight and gastight ship steel doors, armored doors, hatches, gangway platforms, ballast and cargo tank breathers, louvers, manholes, gratings, zinc electroplated skid-proof steps, goosenecks, etc.) - Industrial sealings for petrochemical industry (flanges, gaskets and expansion joints) - Services: CNC laser and oxygas cutting, bending and punching of metal sheets and tubes.
Our agent in Europe: Nicoverken Marine Services BV.

**Minimax GmbH & Co. KG - stand 28**
Safety through technology: Minimax has been one of the leading companies worldwide in fire protection for more than 110 years now. In power stations, server rooms and special in ships, machine tools and for ship balconies – wherever there is a fire risk, Minimax is there, protecting people, machines, buildings and the environment. As a global full service provider Minimax offers one stop shopping for all firefighting concepts: from simple fire extinguishers all the way to sophisticated automatic extinguishing systems. Sales agent in Romania: Martrade SRL.

**Mircea cel Batran Naval Academy - stand 3**
“Mircea cel Batran” Naval Academy is an accredited higher education institution that is examined periodically by the Romanian Agency of Higher Education Quality Management (ARACIS), whose standards are aligned to European standards. The Academy has a Navy Faculty and a Merchant Marine Faculty and offers a wide range of university studies, Master studies and courses.
A significant dominant note of the academy’s activity is consisted by the permanent opening to the world, the execution of the various relationships with foreign similar institutions but also with fleets and military personalities from other states.

**Nicoverken Marine Services BV. - stand 25**
Distributor, 24/7 Service & Spare Parts Agent of (vacuum) waste water treatment & drainage systems. Water and weather tight (sliding) doors, deck-equipment, filtration, vacuum-packed waste disposal, corrosion protection and crane systems complete our program.
Our Marine Equipment:
- Stainless steel marine pipes and drains
- Anti-fouling & ICCP systems
- Reverse Osmosis desalinators (watermakers)
- Waste water treatment systems
- Vacuum sanitary systems for yachts
- Deck equipment (doors & hatches)
- Watertight sliding door systems
- Filtration
- Vacuum-packed waste disposal systems
- Crane systems

**Northrop Grumman Sperry Marine B.V. - stand 28**
Sperry Marine is a major global provider of navigation solutions, including radars, compass systems, steering systems, speed logs, integrated bridge and control systems for the commercial and defence maritime industry and with 24/7 support to all customers. Sales and service agent in Romania: Martrade SRL.
P.A. LIBRA SRL - stand 8

P.A. LIBRA since its registration in 1994 has grown up year by year being very active both on the international and domestic market as an agent for purchase and sale of ships of any kind and ship repair. Also P.A. LIBRA sells and buys marine equipment and spare parts for both the Romanian and European:

- main engines and auxiliary diesel generating sets;
- compressors, pumps, coolers, separators etc;
- deck machinery, anchors, chains, cranes, life boats;
- machine tools;
- materials of any kind such as: steel plates, profiles, pipes, welding rods and wire, electric cables, blasting grit;
- cast, forged, machined, cast iron and steel parts up to 200 ton;
- cement, mud, water tanks for offshore industry;
- electrical, electronics, radio and navigation aids
- ship scale models
- conversion and new building designs, calculations

SafeTmade Marine Products Co. – stand 18

SAFETMADE is one of innovative companies in manufacturing maritime safety units. Our first progression was 100 tons Load Test Water Bags for davits and winches, and it is continuing to be exclusive until now. Second one is SAFETMAN, this unique product specially manufactured by our company for free fall lifeboats. And the third one is HRUs for life rafts and EPIRBs. The difference of our HRUs from existing system is rotational spring; the cutter becomes much more effective and fast.

Stentor SRL - stand 14

Stentor is an international company located in Romania specialised in maritime propulsion components such as: nozzles, thrusters, stern tubes, tunnels, support plates and other metallic constructions. With our engineering office Stentor provides fast solutions for all maritime constructions. The combination of ISO9001:2008 and ISO3834-2:2005 certification, a solid material stock, a broad array of capabilities and an experienced and certified workforce, guarantees timely quality solutions combined with competitive pricing from its new facility that will be inaugurated in summer 2014.

TeamTec AS - stand 28

- TeamTec incinerators: Incinerators for liquid and solid waste in compliance with IMO. Capacities from 189 000 to 1 290 000 kcal/h. More than 10.000 units sold. Worldwide after sales service.
- TeamTec stripping ejectors/eductors: Jet pumps for stripping of tanks, cargo holds, bilges and emergency stripping. Produced in Ni-Al-Bz, Bronze, AIS 316 or Super Duplex. Capacities up to 2 500m3/h. More than 70.000 units sold worldwide.

Sales agent in Romania: Martrade SRL

The Grab Specialist B.V. – stand 25

Your reliable specialist in the design, manufacturing, repair of all grabs and special constructions. The Grab Specialist B.V. designs, develops and manufactures grabs for the dry bulk cargo-, dredging- and recycling industries. Our main objective is to ensure that all products supplied add value for the clients. Product development is guaranteed, solving specific problems for our clients is the cornerstone of our business philosophy. The Grab Specialist B.V. strategy is built upon 50 years experience in the ‘grabbing’ business which ensures that the end product offers favorable operating expenses of the grab, due to an excellent price-quality ratio, and low maintenance costs. The professionals in this co-operation are paying their highest attention during the early design and development stage of the grab to secure clients utmost satisfaction. Not only in maximizing your machine’s productivity but also in storing of the grab during transport to the site.
**Twentsche Kabelfabriek B.V. – stand 6**

TKF is a reliable partner for Marine & Offshore cables, with a focus on high quality, short lead times and excellent install ability. Serving customers all over the globe with shipboard and offshore cables according to IEC 60092-series and NEK606 standards, we offer an extensive range of both standard customized cables with approvals of the major classification societies. The high quality and product specifications that meet the specific requirements of the customer are characterising for TKF.

**Turbomed SA – stand 13**

TURBOMED is well known in the international market active in the sector of Turbocharger, services and spare parts, since 1976. The long lasting experience, the technical know-how and the well trained and certified staff provide her the competitive advantage of being able to respond with effective turbocharger service anywhere in the world.

- 24 Hours worldwide Turbocharger services.
- Supply of new or reconditioned turbochargers and parts.
- Modification – Retrofits of turbochargers
- Dynamic Balancing of rotating elements.

**VAF Instruments B.V. – stand 28**

VAF Instruments, the Netherlands, is manufacturer of measurement and control equipment. Experience and technological innovation makes the company a flexible market-orientated ISO9001:2000 certified organisation with branches and agents in 60 countries worldwide, offering ‘tailor-made’ solutions to the marine and process industries. VAF offers a wide range of products such as flow meters for measuring fuel bunker and fuel consumption, systems to control fuel viscosity, oil-in-water monitors (ODME), thrust and torque measurement systems for measuring engine performance. Sales agent in Romania: Martrade SRL.

**VULKAN Kupplungs- und Getriebebau Bernhard Hackforth GmbH & Co. KG – stand 28**

VULKAN Couplings is a business division of the international VULKAN Group. The division operates in the field of transmission technology. Over the years VULKAN’s highly flexible couplings, mounts and drive line components have acquired growing world-wide reputation. In the head office in Herne (Germany) and in the production facilities in Brazil, USA, China and India couplings are being manufactured for:

- Ships’ main and auxiliary drives
- PTO’s and PTI’s
- Boat drives
- Generator drives

With well-established experience over 120 years in the area of motive engineering, we can guarantee the highest standards of quality across the product range. Sales agent in Romania: Martrade SRL.

**Wärtsilä Finland Oy – stand 28**

Wärtsilä is a global leader in complete lifecycle power solutions for the marine and energy markets. By emphasising technological innovation and total efficiency, Wärtsilä maximises the environmental and economic performance of the vessels and power plants of its customers. This year Wärtsilä turns 180 years old. Through our history, we have grown into a leading supplier of power systems and into a technology innovator on both land and sea. Today we serve our customers in over 200 locations in nearly 70 countries around the world. Ship Power Sales agent in Romania: Martrade SRL.
SC Watermota SRL - stand 23

Watermota consists of a team of highly skilled engineers and specialists, with a dynamic approach required to develop and strengthen our position as distributors of marine and industrial engines and generators on the Southeast European market. We proudly represent leading international producers such as: MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, DOOSAN, BAUDOUIN, FISCHER PANDA, LISTER PETTER, HYUNDAI SEASALL, CRAFTSMAN MARINE. We gain our competitive advantage by providing top-notch installation assistance, relying on a highly committed, client-focused and quick response sales and service team.

Zeppelin Power Systems GmbH & Co. KG - stand 7

Seagoing and inland waterway ships, mega yachts and work boats – Zeppelin Power Systems is your partner for the sales, engineering and service of powerful Caterpillar Cat, MaK and EMD engines. We offer diesel, gas and dual-fuel engines for main and auxiliary propulsion, emergency generators, propellers and complete propulsion units and systems. Diesel-mechanical, diesel-electric or gas-electric propulsion systems or hybrid solutions – we deliver individual solutions, all from one source and customised to your application.